EARLY BIRD OPEN--November 15-16, 1985
Questions revised November 30 , 1985
Round #2--Tossups

1.

It was originally composed as a hymn called "Song of Heaven" in 1818. It
was not published until 1840 and did not become popular until 1854.
Ninety-one years later, Bing Crosby sang it in the motion picture The Bells
of St. Marv's, and his version of this song sold more records than any other
recording except one. For 10 points--name this Christmas carol by Franz
Gruber.
SILENT NIGHT

2.

His great-grandfather was a colonel in the Confederate army, a plantation
owner, a railroad builder, and the writer of the 1880 novel, The White Rose
of Memohis. When he was in the third grade, he proclaimed: "1 want to be a
writer like my great-granddaddy!" For 10 points--name the Nobel laureate
who wrote The Unvanguished and The Reivers.
WILLIAM FAULKNER

3.

"Single gentleman, aged 45, four hundred pounds per year, desires to marry
homely lady of similar age and income" read an advertisement in a Paris
newspaper in the early twentieth century. The ad was written by Henri
( AH-ree ) Desire (DAY-zee-ray> Landru, a man who wined and dined at least
nine women before killing them. For 10 points--Landru is known by what
colorful nickname?
BLUEBEARD

4.

It was formed in 1973 by Gregg Rolie, Neal Schon, Aynsley Dunbar, and Russ
Valory . Dunbar was replaced by Steve Smith in 1979, and Rolie was replaced
by Jonathan "Cain in 1981. Steve Perry joined the group in 1978 and has
since become one of rock ' s premier vocalists. For 10 points-- name the
group that sang about "Only the Young."
JOURNEY

5.

Canandaigua ( kan-en-DAY-guh>, Keuka
Skaneateles <skay-nee-AT-leez>, and
often grouped together with several
For 10 points--these New York lakes

<kay-OO-kuh >, Seneca, Cayuga, Owasco,
Otisco are the names of seven lakes
other lakes and called by another name.
are known by what collective name?

THE FINGER LAKES
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In !!Don Juan in Hell," Don Juan, Dona Ana, the Commandant, and the Devil
discuss the meaning of heaven and hell, and of love and hate. This is
actually a part of a four-act play, of which the third act was usually
om i tt e dun til 19 5 1 b e c a use i twa s c on sid ere d " un pia y a b 1 e." For 10
points--"Don Juan in Hell" is the third act of what George B~rnard Shaw
play?
MAN AND SUPERMAN
7.

Secretary of State 1953 to 1959, he argued for the collective security of
the United States and its allies and the build-up of nuclear weapons. For
10 points--name the Eisenhower Cabinet member who argued for the capability
for "massive retaliation" in case of attack.
JOHN FOSTER DULLES

8.

(DUHL-Ies)

He won Pulitzer Prizes for Roosevelt and Hopkins, Abe Lincoln in Illinois,
There Shall Be No Night, and Idiot's Delight. For 10 points--name this
American whose first play'was named Barnum Was Right.
ROBERT E. SHERWOOD

9.

Take a coconut. Remove its husk. Drain the coconut milk before removing
the meat from the shell. For 10 points--what would you have after the meat
is dried?
COPRA

10.

The name's the same--a seed capsule with a circular lid that falls off to
release the seeds, and a southern constellation also called "The Compass."
For 10 points-- what is their common name?
PYXIS

11.

Raymond Buckley, Babette Spitler, Betty Raidor, and Mary Ann Jackson are
four of the seven people accused of sexual abuse while they worked at a
California preschool. For 10 points--which school was this?
McMARTIN PRESCHOOL

12.

A proponent of Land Art, he constructed a spiral jetty of stones in the
Great Salt Lake, then took a picture of it. For 10 points--name this
American artist.
ROBERT SMITHSON
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For a fast 10 points--what would you find in-an abscess?
PUS or DEAD WHITE BLOOD CELLS

14.

Listen to this sequence: 1,2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128 ••.
For 10 points--what mathematical term describes this kind of number
sequence?
GEOMETRIC
(ACCEPT: "Power series" or "Powers of 2")

15.

A tintinnabulum <tin-tin-AB-yoo-uml is a small bell often referred as a
"jingle bell." For 10 points--spell "tintinnabulum."

16.

Five years after the first flight of the Space Shuttle "Columbia,"
"Challenger" will be the first manned vehicle to be launched from the
American west coast. For 10 points--from where will "Challenger" lift off
next March?
VANDENBERG AIR FORCE BASE, CALIFORNIA

17.

The only American to win an Olympic gold medal in the javelin throw is known
by the same name as the first American League pitcher to hurl a perfect
game. For 10 points--what is their common name?
CY YOUNG

18.

It sounds impossible--the more energy you add to it, the more slowly it
goes. But it can never go at a rate slower than the speed of light. For 10
points--what is this fast-moving object?
A TACHYON

19.

<TAK-ee-ahnl

In the beginning, Sgt. Esterhaus ended roll calion Hill Street Blues with
the words "Let's be careful out there." After the death of Esterhaus, a new
police sergeant now conducts roll call. For 10 points--with what words does
Sgt. Yablonski end his rolls?
"LET'S DO IT TO THEM BEFORE THEY DO IT TO US."
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20.

"I once had a girl/Or should I say/She once had me?" begins a song recorded
by the Beatles in 1965. For 10 points--what song by John lennon and Paul
McCartney has as its alternate title "This Bird Has Flown"?
~~ORWEGIAN

.....
"')1

WOOD

Before he made his great fall, Humpty Dumpty once said, "When I use a word,
it means what I choose it to mean." For 10 points--these words are found in
what Lewis Carroll book?
ALICE THROUGH THE lOOKING GLASS

22.

For many people who take piano lessons, one of the first songs they learn i~
the "Dirge of the Volga Boatmen," a song the boatmen sing as they tow barges
up the Volga River. For 10 points--if you travel down the Volga to the
mouth and beyond, you would enter what body of water?
CASPIAN SEA

23.

His original last name was Goldfish. He once said the immortal line,
"Anyone who goes to a psychiatrist ought to have his head examined." For 10
points--name this movie producer.
SAMUEL GOlDWYN

24.

Established 1478, abolished 1834, it was once headed by Tomas (toh-MAHS) de
Torquemada <tor-kay-MAH-dah). Its original purpose was to punish converted
Jews and Muslims who were insincere. For 10 points--what is this
organization established by Ferdinand II and Isabella I with the reluctant
approval of Sixtus IV?
THE SPANISH INQUISITION
(DO NOT ACCEPT: Inquisition--different

25.

organization~ ~ ~~)

Lake Albert is now Lake Mobutu Sese Seko, Stanleyville is now Kisangani, and
Elisabethville is now Lumbumbashi. For 10 points--what is the present name
of the country which changed the names of many of its geographic features in
1966?

ZAIRE

<zah-EER}
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1.

25 POINT BONUS
May 1902 was not a good month for a city in the West Indies. After a
volcanic eruption, the city was invaded by poisonous sna kes. Then a
landslide of boiling mud caused a tsunami <soo-NAH-mee ) that swept the area.
And finally the mountain exploded, obliterating the town and killing all but
two of its thirty thousand inhabitants. For 5 points each, 25 for all
3--name the volcano that erupted, the city that was hit, and the island on
which both were located.
MT. PELEE <PAY-Iay ) --VOLCANO
ST. PIERRE--CITY
MARTINIQUE--ISLAND

")

.t...

20 POINT BONUS
Hydrogen means "water-forming" and neon means 'new."
elements from their etymology for S points each.
1.

It is derived from the Latin word for Russia.

")

It is Swedish, meaning "heavy stone. "

.t...

3.

Identify these
[RUTHENIUM]
[TUNGSTEN]

...

~

'.

It is derived from the Greek word meaning "hidden.

4.

It is derived from the Latin word meaning "sky blue.

[KRYPTON]

"
I!

[CESlut~]

25 POINT BONUS
How well do you know Chinese geography? I'm going to name five major
Chinese cities and five Chinese rivers on which you would find them. Your
job--should you decide to accept it--is to match the city to its river for 5
points each. The cities are: Beijing, Canton <KAHN-tahn>, Jinan
<JEE-nahn ) , Nanjing, and Shanghai; and the rivers: the Pearl, the Sangkan,
the Whangpoo, the Yangtze <YANG-zee), and the Yellow.
BEIJING--SANGKAN
CANTON--PEARL
JINAN--YELLOW
NANJING--YANGTZE
SHANGHAI--WHANGPOO
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4.

30 POINT BONUS
It is common practice for a performer to change his name for professional
reasons. For 10 points each--identify these popular singers who have had
their names changed for the stage.

5.

1.

He dropped his last name to avoid confusion with a boxer.
[RAY CHARLES ROBINSON]

2.

He adopted the name of a German classical composer.
[ENGELBERT HUMPERDINCK--Accept: Arnold "Gerry" Dorsey]

~.

He had his last name changed to avoid confusion with a Monkee.
[DAVID BOWIE--Accept: David Jones]

30 POINT BONUS
Identify the Shakespearean play by its cast of major characters for 10
points each. Needless to say, I shall omit the people whose nam~s appear in
the titles of the plays.
1.

Lord Talbot, Duke of Gloucester; Duke of Bedford, and Charles of
France.
[KING HENRY VI, PART 1]

~.

Prospero, Miranda, Ariel, Ferdinand, and Caliban.
[THE TEMPEST]

3.

Vincentia, Angelo, Isabella, Claudio, and

M~riana.

[MEASURE FOR MEASURE]

6.

25 POINT BONUS
In the not-tao-distant past, Great Britain and Argentina fought a war over
the question of "Who owns the Falkland Islands?" Well, there is no question
that the U.S. "owns" Hawaii and Spain the Canary Islands. For 5 points
each--25 for all three--what countries own Spitzbergen, Kaalit Nuunat, and
Franz Josef Land?
SPITZBERGEN--NORWAY
KAALIT NUUNAT--DENMARK
FRANZ JOSEF LAND--U.S.S.R. or RUSSIA or SOVIET UNION
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7.

30 POINT BONUS
Thirty points are yours if you identify the school of art on the first clue,
20 on the second, and ten i f you need all three clues to name it.
1.

Theodore Rousseau was the primary figure, but the group also
included Constant Troyan (KOHN-stahn trwa-YOHN>, Jules Dupre
( doo-PRAY >, Diaz de la Pena <dee-AHS day lah PAY-nyah >, and
Charles Daubigny <sharI doh-bee-NYEE>.

2.

Their work was strongly influenced by 17th-century Dutch
landscape painters Jacob ( YAH-cohb > van Ruisdael <ROYZ-dayl >,
Aelbert Cuyp ( koip >, and Meindert Hobbema.

3.

Jean Carat <zhah koh-ROH > and Jean Francais Millet <mee-YAY > are
often associated with it, but their role in the school is in
dispute.
BARBIZON SCHOOL

8.

25 POINT BONUS
Identify the unit of measurement by its definition for 5 points each.
1.
.,....

4.
5.

9.

66 feet
200 milligrams
16 drams
5280 yards
100 square meters

[CHAIN]
[CARAT]
[OUNCE AVOIRDUPOIS] <ah-VWAHR-doo-pwah>
[LEAGUE]
[ARE] <ayr >

20 POINT BONUS
Contrary to popular belief, it is not found at the top page of a newspaper;
instead, it is found on the editorial page, usually stating ownership and
management.

10.

[BANNER or MASTHEAD]

1.

For 10 points--what is it?

2.

And for another 10 points--what is the name of the feature usually
found atop the front page which incorporates the date of issue and
single-copy price?
[FLAG]

25 POINT BONUS
Many children have heard a song based on a poem that begins with the line
"Over the river and through the wood to grandfather's house we go .•• " For
10 paints for one, 25 for both--what is the name of the poem and who wrote
it?
"THAN KSGIVING DAY" by LYDIA MARIA CHILD
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11.

20 POINT BONUS

Beethoven composed nine symphonies, but--for 5 points each--how many
symphonies were composed by these people?
1.

,".
4.

12

Dmitri ShostaKovich
Jean <zhah> Sibelius
Robert Schumann
Peter TchaiKovsKY

[THIRTEEN]
[SEVErU

[FOUR]
[SIX]

30 POINT BONUS
The World Boxing Council, the World Boxing Association, and the
International Boxing Federation are the three major governing bodies of the
sp~rt of professional boxing.
Although all three recognize a world
heavyweight champion, they do not agree on one man. For 10 points
each--name the three men the three organizations recognize as world
heavyweight champ.
TONY "T.N.T." TUBBS (W.B.A.)
PINKLON THOMAS (W.B.C.)
MICHAEL SPINKS
(I.B.F.)

13.

20 POINT BONUS
Each of the angles of an equilateral triangle is a 60-degree angle.
the angles of a square is, of course, a right angle. For 10 points
each--how wide (in degrees) is an angle in each of these polygons:
1.

..,
....

14.

A regular pentagon
A regular octagon

Each of

[108 DEGREES]
[135 DEGREES]

25 PO I NT BONUS
Secretary of State George Schultz is not the only member of President
Reagan's Cabinet to serve in another President's Cabinet. Secretary of
Defense Caspar Weinberger served two years in the Nixon and Ford
administration at a different position. For 25 points--Weinberger headed
what department from 1973 to 1975?
HEALTH. EDUCATION, AND WELFARE or H.E.W.
(Accept the Cabinet position)
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15.

20 POINT BONUS
The life work of Korczak Ziolkowski (zee-ohl-KQW-skee >, began on June 3,
1948. When it's finished, it will be about 560 feet high and 640 feet long,
and will depict a man on a horse. For 20 points--who will be the subject of
the world's largest sculpture?
CRAZY HORSE or TASHUNCA-UITCO

16.

30 POINT BONUS
Every once in a while a rock performer finds a Broadway standard and makes
it a pop hit. Identify the composers of these songs so transformed for 10
points each.
1.

17.

Puttin' on the Ritz
I Got Ypu Under My Skin
Blue Moon

[IRVING BERLIN or ISRAEL BELLINE]
[COLE PORTER]
[IRVING BERLIN or ISRAEL BELLINE]

20 POINT BONUS
Since 1901, Nobel prizes have been awarded in five fields, and in 1969 a
sixth was added. For 5 points each--the following people won in what
category?

..
i

~

,

~.

~.

4.

18.

Max Planck
Albert Schweitzer
William Ramsay
Andrei Sakharov

[PHYSICS]
[PEACE]
[CHEMISTRY]
[PEACE]

20 POINT BONUS
Fifty-five years after its creation by Chic Young, the comic strip "Blondie"
is still one of the most popular strips in American newspapers. Answer
these questions about "Blondie" for 5 points each.
1.
2.
3.
4.

What are the names of Dagwood and Blondie Bumstead's children?
[ALEXANDER and COOKIE]
Name the two people who live next door to them.
[HERB and TOoTSIE (or HARRIET) WOODLEY]
Dagwood works at what company?
[J.C. DITHERS CONSTRUCTION COMPANY]
What is the name of the Bumsteads' dog?
[DAISY--Accept ELMER lone of 5 puppies ~y Daisy)]
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J.! •

30 POINT BONUS
Thirty points are yours if you identify the playwright on the first clue, 20
on the second, and 10 if you need all three clues. Each clue is a set of
characters from one of his plays.
1.

Harry Hope, Willie Dban, "Jimmy Tomorrow, " Larry Slade, Dan
Parritt, and "Hi ckey" Hickman.

4.

Ezra, Orin, Christine, and Livinia Mannon; Adam Brandt; an ci Peter
Niles.

~.

The Tyrone family:

Mary, James, Jamie, and Edmund.
EUGENE O'N EILL

[HOST: First set from "The Iceman Cometh", second set from "Mourning
Becomes Electra," third set from "Long Day's Journey Into Night."]

20.

25 POINT BONUS
He had one hundred eyes with which he could guard 10 <EE-oh) from the
advances of Zeus, but Zeus managed to kill him with the help of another god.
For 5 points each--25 for three correct answers:
1.

....
"'"-' .
'1

21.

[ARGUS or PANOPTES]
Name the ill-fated guard.
Who was Zeus' accomplice?
[HERMES]
After he was killed, what happened to his eyes?
[HERA PLACED THEM IN THE TAIL OF A PEACOCK]

30 POINT BONUS
The Cenezoic Era, which began about 60 million years ago, is the latest of
the five eras of geologic time. For 15 points each--name the two periods
which compose the Cenezoic Era.
TERTIARY,

22.

QUATERNARY

20 PO I NT BONUS

The Gulf Stream is a warm ocean current which accounts for Europe's being
warmer than parts of Canada at the same latitude. For 5 points each--are
the following ocean currents warm water or cold water?
1.

....
'1

""_I.

4.

Humboldt Current
Falkland Current
Canary Current
North Atlantic Current

[COLD)
[COLD)
[WARM]
[WARt-l]

